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Abstract

Applications running on a large distributed system face a
dynamically changing environment. Thus, an application
needs to adapt to new conditions or it will fail to continu-
ously meet its specification. This is especially crucial if the
application needs to implement a certain quality of service
(QoS). Object-based middleware systems like CORBA im-
plementations are currently not able to directly support
QoS-aware applications. AspectIX is a novel and CORBA-
compliant middleware architecture, in which so-called as-
pects define and describe QoS requirements on a per object
basis independently from the functional interface. The as-
pect configuration can dynamically be changed by the cli-
ent. Additionally, AspectIX allows object developers to im-
plement QoS requirements in arbitrary ways. A partitioned
object model, which is the basis of AspectIX, provides full
control over the client side of an object invocation and thus
allows end-to-end QoS.

1. Introduction

When applications run on a large distributed system, e.g.,
on the whole Internet, they face a dynamically changing en-
vironment. With leaving the local area network and build-
ing large scale applications, failures and delays in the net-
work protocol layer affect applications far more severe than
in a LAN [17]. Additionally, parts of the application may
fail independently for an unacceptably long time. An appli-
cation may not meet its specification if it is not able to adapt
to those conditions. Especially applications that need to im-
plement a certain quality of service (QoS) are affected. If
the system conditions change, an application has to adapt al-
ternative mechanisms to implement the required QoS, or it
has to signal that the quality of service cannot currently be
met. The latter may allow the client to negotiate a less strict
quality requirement with the object. Let us give two exam-
ples for dynamically changing QoS in those systems:

First, for increased availability and better fault tolerance,
replication mechanisms have to be deployed in large appli-

cations. Replication needs some strategies to keep replicas
consistent. These strategies are the more expensive the
more transparent they are for clients and object developers.
Application-aware consistency algorithms can improve ef-
ficiency, but often also the client has to be taken into ac-
count. The client’s requirements (QoS requirements in this
respect) may dynamically change at run-time and influence
consistency strategies.

Second, bandwidth-consuming applications (e.g., video
or audio on demand) may temporarily exceed even the re-
sources in a LAN, and thus need to adapt to the currently
available resources.

We can conclude that applications need to be self-adap-
tive and aware of the current quality of service they require
and implement. Pure CORBA implementations are not able
to directly support quality-of-service requirements. Thus
CORBA extensions are necessary to run QoS-aware appli-
cations.

CORBA applications are built on the basis of distributed
objects. A QoS-aware CORBA application may need ob-
jects for which certain QoS requirements can be given,
which in turn have to be implemented by those objects. If
the requirements cannot be fulfilled the objects have to sig-
nal this situation, which allows the objects’ client to adapt
in certain ways. We can distinguish two different problem
domains of QoS support: description and definition of QoS
requirements by the client of an object, and implementing
the QoS requirements by the object developer.

In the worst case, the description of QoS requirements
could be implanted into the functional interface of a distri-
buted object and thus be transparent to middleware systems.
It is more appropriate to separate different QoS require-
ments from each other and from the functional interface
(separation of concerns), which demands some integration
into the middleware. Some related systems extend CORBA
IDL for integrating QoS description [1, 14]. In theAspectIX
middleware architecture presented in this paper, we follow
a different approach: we automatically extend the interface
of all CORBA objects by only one method that allows the
configuration of QoS requirements. These requirements are
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namedAspectIXaspects and are represented by ordinary ob-
jects described in CORBA IDL [4].

The implementation of QoS requirements usually needs
middleware support or must circumvent the middleware
and directly use services of the underlying operating sys-
tem. CORBA middleware creates generic stubs for client-
to-object communication. As this communication is almost
always affected by QoS requirements QoS-aware stubs are
needed. Most systems can plug-in extra code into the gener-
ic stub for implementing the client-side part of the QoS re-
quirements. In contrast, theAspectIXarchitecture uses a
more general model. At the client side there is an own local
object that implements parts of the QoS requirements and
which can even implement parts of the object’s functional-
ity. For the client this local object, which we call afragment,
is not distinguishable from an ordinary CORBA stub.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
will give a more detailed motivation for our work. In Sec-
tion 3, we introduce theAspectIXarchitecture and its ap-
proach to QoS integration. Section 4 compares our concepts
to related work. In Section 5, we will give our conclusions.

2. A Motivating Example

Let us consider a large distributed application, namely a live
Internet auction. Imagine that this application allows users
all over the world to enter a saleroom in which at a certain
time an auction of exactly one item is run by an auctioneer.
The users can bid, and according to some rules the user with
the highest bid is obliged to buy the item. All participating
users can watch the bids and their history on their local
computer screens and if they want they can outbid each oth-
er. Users may also give items to the auctioneer for selling
them at a later time.

Today, such an application is typically implemented us-
ing World Wide Web browsers as graphical user interfaces.
A special HTML Frame displays the bids and the comments
of the moderating auctioneer. The frame is automatically re-
freshed by the browser, e.g., every 15 seconds, to distribute
the current state of the auction. Buttons on the Web page al-
low the user to outbid the current bid. Clicking on such a
button posts the new bid to a central Web server, which up-
dates its internal auction database and redistributes this in-
formation as soon as the Web browsers want to refresh their
auction frames.1

The current implementation has some problems that im-
mediately have to do with different and changing system
conditions on the Internet, e.g., the network connection:
When a user has a very poor Internet connection she will not
get her auction frame updated within 15 seconds. This is
even worse as the auction frame is reloaded regardless of

any changes made to it. A user with a good Internet connec-
tion will only get new updates of current bids every 15 sec-
onds and not more. As the network conditions can vary a
lot, users can experience both a poor and a good connection
within the same minute depending on the network load cre-
ated by other Internet users. In fact, the user does not see
what happens: is there no new information or is the refresh-
ing of the frame delayed.

Another problem is that the auction relies on a central
Web server and its database. On one hand, this easily pre-
serves complete consistency of the bids and other data. On
the other hand, if the server fails the auction has to be can-
celled and usually be set up as a new one at a later time. It
is almost impossible to use replicated Web servers as cur-
rent Web browsers and the HTTP protocol do not support
them.

Implementing this auction application using CORBA
technology [7] would overcome the direct problems stem-
ming from the World Wide Web. So, the browser object
(user agent) at the user’s side does not need to poll the bids
at a central server but could be notified of new bids or com-
ments (see Fig. 2.1). However, the basic problem remains
the same: the application is not automatically QoS-aware
and not able to adapt to changing conditions. In fact, users
with poor or varying Internet connection will still experi-
ence problems and will not be informed if the delivery of
new bids is delayed.

The replication of the virtual saleroom would be possible in
CORBA, although CORBA does not directly support repli-
cation. We would need special objects at the client side that
switch server connections if the old one breaks. For some
items, a costly replication simply is not necessary. Never-
theless the server switching needs to be implemented at the
client side to be prepared for replicated salerooms.

Ideally, as a user we would wish to describe the quality-
of-service that we expect from such an auction application.
As a customer we would like to set up the rate in which we
want to be informed about new bids. At the same time we
would like to observe whether the system is able to imple-
ment it and watch the current update rate. As a vendor we
would like to state our expectations on the probability of to-
tal failures, or the degree of replication respectively.1. This scenario is derived from a real live auction at www.ricardo.de.

CORBA Object
‘Saleroom’

Host

CORBA Stub

Fig. 2.1 CORBA implementation of a live Internet auction.

Auction State

CORBA Object ‘User Agent’
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CORBA does not provide any support for such QoS-aware
applications.

3. The AspectIX Architecture

This section introduces theAspectIXmiddleware architec-
ture that we developed. Its primary goal is to offer a plat-
form that allows users to describe all kinds of QoS require-
ments and to adapt to changing conditions. The architecture
enables object developers to implement distributed objects
that provide QoS support.

AspectIX is designed to be CORBA-compliant [7],
which means that CORBA objects can be hosted on and ac-
cessed from anAspectIXimplementation, and thatAspectIX
objects can be accessed from every other CORBA platform,
but often with loosing the QoS support.

3.1 Object Model

Shapiro introduced the so-called proxy principle [11],
which conceptually considers a local access point to a remo-
te service (a proxy) to be part of that service. InSOS[12]
and Globe [16] this concept has been implemented using
objects as basic building blocks of applications. A distribu-
ted object is partitioned into multiple distributed parts. A
client of such an object has to bind to a local part (proxy) of
the object in order to invoke methods on this object (see Fig.
3.1). All communication between the object’s parts is trans-
parent to the client.

Such an object model is especially appealing when it comes
to quality-of-service requirements by the client of an object.
Often, quality-of-service implementations need some sup-
port at the client side. Consider a client who needs band-
width guarantees for data delivered to or from an object.
These guarantees can only be implemented by entities con-
trolling both ends of the data transport link (end-to-end
QoS) including the client side. Pure stub-based distributed
systems, which conceptually consider a stub or remote ob-
ject reference to be something outside of a distributed ob-
ject, cannot handle this, because the stub can only forward
invocations with predefined semantics, and thus cannot im-
plement QoS requirements. CORBA implementations are
stub-based.

AspectIXadopts the partitioned object model. A distribu-
ted object is partitioned intofragments, and again clients

need a local fragment to invoke methods on a distributed
object. Each fragment forms aview on the distributed ob-
ject. Access to a fragment, and to the distributed object re-
spectively, is provided by interfaces connected to that view.
Those interfaces represent the CORBA object references
for CORBA compliance. As long as the client just binds to
an object and invokes methods the client will not see any
differences to CORBA.

In case of the live Internet auction, the saleroom is mod-
elled as one distributed and partitionedAspectIXobject.
Each user has to bind to that object in order to bid or watch
the bids of other users. In fact, the saleroom object is distri-
buted over all computing systems of users who want to par-
ticipate in the auction (see Fig. 3.2). The interface of the
saleroom object is the same for every user, but the object-
internal communication is entirely hidden. Also it is hidden
in which fragments the actual data of the object are stored.

3.2 Describing QoS Requirements

Adopting the terminology from [13], aQoS characteristicis
some quantifiable and identifiable aspect of the QoS system
(e.g., the delay of a message in transit or the bandwidth of a
connection). AQoS categoryis a set of QoS characteristics
that are to be managed for a certain application requirement
(e.g., fault tolerance or real-time).QoS parametersare val-
ues related to QoS characteristics. They represent a current
state of a characteristic, a desired maximum or minimum
level of a characteristic, a threshold, etc.

In AspectIX, we adopt the termaspectfrom aspect-ori-
ented programming [5, 3] to describe nonfunctional proper-
ties of a distributed object. In the context of QoS, an aspect
specifies a set of QoS parameters in order to manage certain
QoS characteristics. Thus, a QoS aspect may define the re-
quirements of one QoS category. However, in some cases it
may be more appropriate to split a QoS category in several
QoS aspects because this allows better reuse of aspect defi-
nitions.

An example for anAspectIXQoS aspect is the actuality
of delivered data. This aspect may have only one QoS pa-
rameter determining the maximum time since the delivered
data have been considered valid. The data actuality aspect
may be useful for the live Internet auction. Setting the max-

Fig. 3.1 A partitioned object with three parts each placed
on a different host.

Partitioned Object

Fig. 3.2 CORBA implementation of a live Internet auction.

Replicated Auction State

AspectIX Object ‘Saleroom’

Users’ Local Fragments
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imum time to, let’s say 4 seconds, would mean that the
highest bid handed out by the local fragment to the user is
not more than 4 seconds out-dated (if this QoS requirement
can be fulfilled).

Another example is an aspect describing availability.
The corresponding QoS parameter specifies the degree of
redundancy or, more abstract, the maximal probability of a
service failure. This aspect could be used to determine the
availability of the saleroom’s auction database (in fact, the
object’s state).

The configuration parameters of anAspectIXaspect are
described in CORBA IDL as attributes of an aspect config-
uration object.2 Every aspect has a unique name, which can
be used to identify the aspect and its configuration object.
The aspect configuration object for describing data actuality
could be written in CORBA IDL like this:

The aspect for specifying data redundancy or degree of rep-
lication could be written as:

3.3 Configuring QoS Requirements

When the client has bound to a distributed object it has a
CORBA object reference at hand. InAspectIXthis is called
an interface to the object, or to the local view respectively
(see Fig. 3.3). AllAspectIXinterfaces have an additional
method to retrieve a reference to the so-called view object
representing the view to the distributed object. This view
object hosts an aspect configuration as a set of configuration
objects. The corresponding fragment has to implement all
the requirements specified by the aspect configuration,
which makes the configuration valid. If the fragment cannot
fulfill the requirements the configuration will become in-
valid.

The client may change the aspect configuration dynami-
cally during run-time to adapt to certain application condi-

tions. The fragment in turn may adapt to a changed config-
uration by replacing itself by another fragment implementa-
tion which is more appropriate to implement the new
configuration. This exchange is transparent to the client,
who still deals with the same view object and its interfaces.

Taking Java as the implementation language, a client
could change the required actuality of data delivered by the
local saleroom fragment with the following code:

The configuration can be retrieved from the view as a set of
aspect configuration objects. Each configuration object can
be taken out of the set by its name. A changed configuration
object can be put back to a set and given to a view, which
takes it as a new aspect configuration. The user may hold
different configuration sets at hand to switch immediately to
a new configuration if necessary.

In our case the local fragment of the saleroom will imme-
diately try to fulfill the new requirements. In some situa-
tions, it may find out that it is not the right fragment imple-
mentation to do that, and will load a new implementation,
hand over to the new one, and delete itself.

In other situations, none of the available fragment imple-
mentations can fulfill the requirements and the configura-
tion becomes invalid. In this case,set_aspects() will
throw a run-time exceptionASPECTS_INVALID so that the
client is immediately notified. The exception carries addi-
tional information and allows the client to find a new and
valid aspect configuration.

2. As these objects are not supposed to be distributed we consider to con-
vert them into CORBA values in future versions of our architecture.

module  AspectIX {
module  Aspects {

interface  DataActuality {
attribute unsigned long  maximalAge;

 // in milliseconds
};

};
};

module  AspectIX {
module  Aspects {

interface  DataRedundancy {
attribute unsigned short  degree;

// of redundancy
};

};
};

Fig. 3.3 A local fragment with two interfaces and a view
object.

Client

Distributed Object

Fragment

View ObjectAspect
Configuration

Interfaces

Implem.

import  de.fau.AspectIX.*;
...
SaleRoom sroom= ...; // Get saleroom ref.

// Get current aspect configuration
View v= sroom.get_view();
AspectSet aspectConf= v.get_aspects();
DataActuality da=

aspectConf.get_aspect( "DataActuality" );

// Set new value
da.set_maximumAge( 4000L );

// Set new configuration
aspectConf.set_aspect( "DataActuality", da );
try  { v.set_aspects( aspectConf ); }
catch ( ASPECTS_INVALID e ) {}
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3.4 Handling Invalid Aspect Configurations

An aspect configuration can also become invalid if, for ex-
ample, the network load has changed. If the fragment imple-
mentation notices that it can no longer fulfill the configured
requirements, it invalidates the configuration. It can also
validate the configuration if it detects that the requirements
can be fulfilled again.

The client can configure how invocations on the same
view are handled while the aspect configuration is invalid.
They can be blocked as long as the configuration remains
invalid. They can raise a run-time exception, signalling the
invalid configuration to the user, or they can ignore the in-
validity and proceed as usual.

Blocking is useful for objects which require the config-
ured QoS in any case (e.g., all data have to be encrypted).
Throwing an exception makes sense when the client needs
to know whether the configuration is invalid or not. Ignor-
ing an invalid configuration is useful for applications that
want to proceed anyway regardless of the current QoS con-
ditions (e.g., video on demand).

As an aspect configuration can become invalid at any
time, the user might want to know when the configuration
becomes invalid or valid. Therefore, the client can set up a
callback handler which gets notified if the aspect configura-
tion becomes invalid. Thus the client can adapt to the new
condition (e.g., by providing a new aspect configuration) or
simply wait until the configuration becomes valid again.

The callback handler and the exception thrown by
set_aspects() and by method invocations, in case of an in-
valid configuration, pass additional information to the client
so that the client is able to find alternative configurations.
The client can specify a list of aspects ordered by their im-
portance. In case of a configuration becoming invalid, the
fragment can compute alternative aspect configurations on
demand that would be valid if set. These configurations try
to be as similar to the current but invalid configuration as
possible, especially concerning the aspects most important
to the client. In best case, important aspects remain un-
changed whereas all other aspects may be changed in such
a way that the complete configuration would be valid. The
client can now retrieve the alternative configuration using
an iterator. If the first alternative does not fit the client’s
needs it may retrieve another alternative. The more alterna-
tives are computed the less does the importance of aspects
matter for the computation. Finally, an alternative configu-
ration may be produced which does also change important
aspects.

The concept of alternative configurations makes the han-
dling of invalid aspect configurations much easier, but in
some cases alternatives do not make sense, because the cli-
ent necessarily needs the current configuration to be valid.
To avoid unnecessary computation in the fragment, the cli-
ent can specify how many alternative configurations will be

retrieved at most. If set to zero, no alternatives need to be
computed.

3.5 Live Internet Auction

In the auction application, the client will bind to a saleroom
object and specify the actuality of the bidding information.
The local fragment will, in conjunction with the other frag-
ments of the saleroom, check the actuality (e.g., by probe
messages and synchronized clocks). If it detects that the ac-
tuality cannot be guaranteed it sets the aspect configuration
invalid. An alternative aspect configuration computed by
the fragment could include a data actuality aspect with less
strict maximalAge  value.

As an alternative to a static setting in the client applica-
tion, the user interface may allow to configure the actuality
aspect (e.g., with a slider). Thus, the user can adapt the ap-
plication to her own needs. If a user wants to watch the on-
going auction, a less strict actuality will do, whereas if the
user wants to buy something she relies on fast information
delivery. If the actuality cannot be fulfilled the user inter-
face may show a red warning on the screen.

If a fragment finds out that it cannot fulfill the current
configuration it may consider alternative mechanisms (e.g.,
data could be compressed to consume less bandwidth, trad-
ing off computation against bandwidth). These alternative
mechanisms could be implemented in a different fragment
implementation which is transparently loaded.

As the saleroom is partitioned into many fragments this
structure can be used for arbitrary intra-object communica-
tion schemes. If there are many users who enter the sale-
room from one place, let’s say from one ISP3 or one com-
pany, one of the users’ fragments may act as a master re-
ceiving update information from the Internet and re-distrib-
uting it to the other fragments at the same place. Thus com-
munication costs could be limited and the QoS requirements
of more users can be fulfilled. The fragments may build up
a spanning tree as used in multicast implementations (if
they do not already rely on an appropriate multicast imple-
mentation).

The fragment of a vendor may also become a host for
replicating the data if the user specified data redundancy.
We could imagine an implementation which is much less
central than today’s CORBA implementations, which
would make applications more reliable.

3.6 Intra-Object Communication

In CORBA, object communication is fixed to pre-defined
semantics and stub-server–based remote method invoca-
tion. Unlike CORBA,AspectIXdefines only local invoca-
tions, namely on local fragments using object references.

3. Internet Service Provider.
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For intra-object communication, i.e., communication be-
tween fragments of a single distributed object, the architec-
ture has to provide some mechanisms.

As in a QoS-aware application the standard remote
method invocation is not enough, anAspectIXORB pro-
vides the concept of communication end points (CEPs). A
fragment can open such a CEP and attach a stack of proto-
cols to it. These protocols may honor QoS parameters so
that communication-related QoS requirements can be di-
rectly mapped to protocols (e.g., bandwidth reservation on
ATM links for video transport). The fragments may use ar-
bitrary protocols for communication, and they may even
switch protocols during their life time. There are three dif-
ferent kinds of CEPs: connectionless, connection-oriented
and RPC-based CEPs.

For the live Internet auction, a local fragment may use a
reliable multicast protocol to notify the replicated server
fragments about a new bid, and a TCP stream for getting the
newest bids of other users.

One protocol stack, offered byAspectIX, is GIOP over
TCP/IP (which makes up IIOP). Thus, anAspectIXobject is
also accessible from standard CORBA ORBs. Also, a frag-
ment can access other CORBA objects using IIOP.

The CEPs and a set of predefined protocols are part of
theAspectIXarchitecture. So, there is no need to use com-
munication mechanisms outside of the middleware as it
would be the case in most CORBA implementations if the
application needs some other communication mechanism
than RPC-based method invocation. We imagine that an
AspectIXORB may download necessary protocol modules
on demand from an external repository. Thus the ORB itself
becomes modular and flexible. This is ongoing research and
beyond the scope of this paper.

3.7 AspectIX Services

As there may exist many different fragment implementa-
tions for a single distributed object, the right implementa-
tion must be found when the client binds to an object the
first time or when a fragment wants to be replaced by anoth-
er implementation. On one hand, this can be hard-wired into
the Interoperable Object Reference (IOR) or into the frag-
ment implementations. On the other hand, for dynamically
reacting objects this would be too static. So, we imagine a
service which maps an aspect configuration to the appropri-
ate fragment implementation. The implementation can be
pointed to by a URL referring to a Java class file. For other
language bindings than Java some shared library modules or
DLLs4 have to be identified.

Another service is necessary for locating the fragments
of one distributed object. As a new fragment instance has to

connect to the other fragments, it has to know the protocols
and the contact addresses. As in the Globe project a very so-
phisticated location service has been already developed
[15], we consider to adopt it forAspectIX.

3.8 Implementation of the Architecture

As theAspectIXarchitecture is almost completely designed
we are working on an implementation. The first language
supported byAspectIXis Java as it makes dynamic loading
of code very easy. A first prototype which was not yet distri-
buted and did not have any CEPs was finished in summer
1999. It allowed the validation of various internal interfaces
(e.g., of the view and interface objects) and disclosed very
subtle problems with concurrency when callback handlers
and fragment replacements are involved. These problems
have been solved and their solution is going to be integrated
in our implementation.

4. Related Work

TheSOSoperating system was built for the context of mul-
timedia applications in a local network [12]. It implements
Shapiro’s proxy principle in form of fragmented objects
(FOs) [11]. SOS adopts its own protocols and has a different
concept for realizing intra-object communication. All com-
munication is either modelled by so-called channels or by
other predefined fragmented objects. TheAspectIX ap-
proach of communication end points allows more flexibility
(e.g., also legacy code can be accessed by standard proto-
cols) and is more open for new protocols and QoS require-
ments.

Globe is another system that is built on partitioned ob-
jects [16]. Its goal is to overcome scalability problems in
wide-area applications by deploying transparent replication
techniques. Considering QoS requirements, Globe concen-
trates on replication and has a sophisticated framework for
building fragments with diverse replication mechanisms. In
AspectIX, such frameworks are still missing for other QoS
requirements. UnlikeAspectIX, Globe was never designed
for being CORBA compliant.

With the CORBA Messagingdocument [8], the OMG
adds some QoS support to CORBA. As CORBA only offers
remote method invocation the QoS requirements are re-
stricted to this communication scheme (e.g., priorities on re-
quests).

TAO[10] andElectra[6] are two ORBs that support ded-
icated QoS requirements on a CORBA-compliant middle-
ware platform. TAO supports real-time requirements, Elec-
tra realizes fault tolerance. Both systems can hardly be used
for applications demanding general or mixed requirements.

dynamicTAO[9] is based on TAO and allows the dynam-
ic exchange of ORB components (e.g., of the marshalling or4. Dynamic Link Library.
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threading component). Similar to TAO and Electra, dynam-
icTAO is only suited for one dedicated application scenario,
because the exchange of components affects all running ap-
plications. InAspectIX, there can be QoS requirements on a
per object basis.

A more detailed comparison is necessary to systems ex-
tending CORBA by general QoS support likeQuO[14, 17]
andMAQS [1, 2].

MAQSextends CORBA IDL to describe QoS require-
ments. An object may have an IDL interface which may re-
fer to several of those QoS requirements, of which one can
dynamically be negotiated at run time. InAspectIX, multiple
aspects may be configured in parallel (e.g., data actuality
and redundancy). MAQS’ QoS definitions also include
methods for the client and the server object (e.g., methods
to support group membership or state update in case of a re-
dundancy QoS). We think that those methods should be en-
tirely hidden to the client. Aspects should describe what the
requirements are and not how they are achieved. Unlike
MAQS, we consider trading as a separate issue which can
be solved without any effect to our middleware architecture.

QuO also extends CORBA IDL by several other lan-
guages. It has a sophisticated concept for adapting the ob-
ject implementation in case of changing system conditions.
At this time, the developers ofAspectIXfragments have to
do that on their own, but we work on a supporting frame-
work. Like MAQS, QuO adopts the standard stub-based ob-
ject model of CORBA. A local object calleddelegateis in
charge of the client-side implementation of QoS (in MAQS
this object is calledmediator). Thus, it is difficult to inte-
grate functional properties with QoS. InAspectIX, we could
have a local fragment implementing a data cache for the
distributed object. This cache could relate to a data actuality
and a data redundancy QoS requirement. However, the
cache is quite application-specific. MAQS and QuO are not
designed to include the cache code into their client-side
QoS object.

5. Conclusion

We introduced a novel approach to QoS integration into
CORBA. While there is almost no change to the existing
CORBA interfaces, the object model is transparently
changed to a partitioned model. This model offers the pos-
sibility to control the client side of a distributed object.
Combined with the description of QoS requirements in form
of AspectIXaspects this makes distributed objects QoS-
aware. Clients can configure their desired service quality
and get notified if it is no longer achievable.

For the developer of a distributed object there is much
freedom of choice how to implement the different frag-

ments of such an object. Communication end points at-
tached to a certain protocol stack allow a variety of commu-
nication patterns within a distributed object.

A prototype implementation has to show in the near fu-
ture how the architecture behaves in practice. Ongoing re-
search is about how to support the object developer in pro-
viding different QoS aspects. We work on building a frame-
work in which the developer can integrate the functional
code of the object and which adds most of the QoS code au-
tomatically.
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